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OBJECTIVES: To assess the cost-effectiveness of photodynamic

therapy (PDT) and esophagectomy (ESO) relative to surveillance

(SURV) for patients with Barrett’s esophagus (BE) and high-grade

dysplasia (HGD).

METHODS: A Markov decision tree was constructed to estimate costs

and health outcomes of PDT, ESO and SURV in a hypothetical cohort

of male patients, 50 years of age, with BE and HGD. Outcomes included

unadjusted life-years (LYs) and quality-adjusted LYs (QALYs). Direct

medical costs (2003 CDN$) were measured from the perspective of a

provincial ministry of health. The time horizon for the model was 

five years (cycle length three months), and costs and outcomes were

discounted at 3%. Model parameters were assigned unique distributions,

and a probabilistic analysis with 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations was

performed.

RESULTS: SURV was the least costly strategy, followed by PDT and

ESO, but SURV was also the least effective. In terms of LYs, the incre-

mental cost-effectiveness ratios were $814/LY for PDT versus SURV

and $3,397/LY for ESO versus PDT. PDT dominated ESO for QALYs in

the base-case. The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio of PDT versus

SURV was $879/QALY. In probabilistic analysis, PDT was most likely

to be cost-effective at willingness-to-pay (WTP) values between

$100/LY and $3,500/LY, and ESO was most likely to be cost-effective for

WTP values over $3500/LY. For quality-adjusted survival, PDT was

most likely to be cost-effective for all WTP thresholds above

$1,000/QALY. The likelihood that PDT was the most cost-effective

strategy reached 0.99 at a WTP ceiling of $25,000/QALY.

CONCLUSIONS: In male patients with BE and HGD, PDT and ESO

are cost-effective alternatives to SURV.
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La thérapie photodynamique et le traitement
de l’œsophage de Barrett avec dysplasie de
degré élevé de malignité : analyse coût-
efficacité

BUT : L’étude avait pour but d’évaluer la rentabilité de la thérapie
photodynamique (TPD) et de l’oesophagectomie (OE) par rapport à la
surveillance (SURV) chez des patients porteurs d’un œsophage de Barrett
(OB) avec dysplasie de degré élevé (DDE) de malignité.
MÉTHODE : Un arbre de décision markovien a été élaboré afin de per-
mettre l’estimation des coûts et des résultats cliniques de la TPD, de l’OE
et de la SURV dans une cohorte hypothétique d’hommes âgés de 50 ans
et porteurs d’un OB avec DDE de malignité. Les résultats comprenaient le
nombre d’années de vie (AV) non redressées et d’années de vie pondérées
par la qualité de vie (AVPQ). Les coûts médicaux directs ($CAN 2003)
étaient présentés du point de vue d’un ministère provincial de la Santé.
L’horizon temporel du modèle était de cinq ans (durée des cycles : trois
mois), et les coûts ainsi que les résultats ont été actualisés à un taux de 
3 %. Il y a eu distribution unique des paramètres du modèle et nous avons
procédé à une analyse probabiliste fondée sur 10 000 simulations pro-
duites selon la méthode Monte Carlo. 
RÉSULTATS : La SURV s’est révélée la stratégie la moins coûteuse,
suivie de la TPD et de l’OE, mais elle s’est révélée aussi la moins efficace.
En ce qui concerne le nombre d’AV, les rapports coût-efficacité différen-
tiels étaient de 815 $/AV pour la TPD par rapport à la SURV et de 
3397 $/AV pour l’OE par rapport à la TPD. Quant au nombre d’AVPQ,
la TPD dominait l’OE dans le scénario de référence. Le rapport coût-efficacité
différentiel de la TPD par rapport à la SURV était de 879 $/AVPQ. Dans
l’analyse probabiliste, la TPD était vraisemblablement rentable à des valeurs
de la disposition à payer (DP) variant de 100 à 3500 $/AV; quant à l’OE,
elle était vraisemblablement rentable à des valeurs supérieures à 
3500 $/AV. Pour ce qui est de la survie pondérée par la qualité, la TPD
était vraisemblablement rentable à tous les seuils de la DP supérieurs à
1000 $/AVPQ. La probabilité que la TPD soit la stratégie la plus rentable
atteignait 0,99 à un plafond de la DP de 25 000 $/AVPQ. 
CONCLUSIONS : La TPD et l’OE constituent, chez les hommes por-
teurs d’un OB avec DDE de malignité, des solutions de rechange rentables
à la surveillance. 

Barrett’s esophagus (BE) is marked by the presence of meta-
plastic columnar epithelium in the distal esophagus and is

an established risk factor for esophageal adenocarcinoma (1).
Patients with BE have a 30- to 120-fold increased RR of devel-
oping esophageal cancer in comparison with the general popu-
lation (2). Because a stepwise progression from metaplasia
through dysplasia to carcinoma has been proposed, patients
with BE are advised to undergo regular endoscopic surveillance
(SURV) with biopsy to detect either dysplasia or adenocarci-
noma at a treatable stage (3).

If esophageal biopsies reveal high-grade dysplasia (HGD),
the likelihood of synchronous adenocarcinoma or progression
to adenocarcinoma is increased (4-7). The standard therapy
for patients with BE and HGD is distal esophagectomy (ESO)
(8,9). However, ESO is associated with significant periopera-
tive morbidity and mortality (10,11), and can lead to long-
term complications, such as dumping syndrome and dysphagia,
that impair health-related quality of life (12). 

Techniques for endoscopic ablation of dysplastic epithelium
have been advocated as alternatives to ESO in patients with
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BE with HGD. Of these, photodynamic therapy (PDT) is the
best studied and the only approach approved by the United
States Food and Drug Administration (13). PDT involves
intravenous infusion of a photosensitizing agent, such as
porfimer sodium (Photofrin, Axcan Pharma Inc, Canada), that
accumulates in dysplastic tissue, causing tissue destruction
when activated by an endoscopic light source (14). PDT has
proven to be efficacious in the eradication of BE with HGD
and in the prevention of cancer (15,16). It has the theoretical
advantages of reduced morbidity, negligible mortality and
lower upfront costs compared with ESO.

An alternate, more conservative approach to BE patients
with HGD is intensive, endoscopic SURV with biopsy after
thorough investigation, including endoscopic ultrasound, to
exclude synchronous adenocarcinoma (17). While this
approach risks progression to advanced adenocarcinoma, it can
entirely defer or avoid the morbidity and mortality of ESO. 

Each of these approaches to managing patients with BE and
HGD offers tradeoffs in terms of costs and health benefits. In
the absence of rigorous, prospective, comparative trials,
decision analysis can estimate the expected outcomes of
alternative strategies as well as identify key determinants of
efficacy and cost-effectiveness. A decision analytical model
was constructed and probabilistic sensitivity analysis was used
to assess the incremental cost-effectiveness of ESO, PDT and
continued endoscopic SURV in patients with BE and HGD.

METHODS
General
A Markov model was constructed using Data 3.5 software
(TreeAge Software Inc, USA) to simulate the management of a
hypothetical cohort of 50-year-old men with BE and HGD. The
incremental cost-effectiveness of three alternative strategies was
assessed: immediate ESO, PDT and intense endoscopic SURV.
Health outcomes were measured in unadjusted life-years (LYs) and
quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs). 

A simplified version of the Markov model is provided in 
Figure 1. The model allowed the study cohort to move among
health states relevant to the management of BE with HGD using
predefined transition probabilities. For each cycle spent in a given
health state, patients accrued specific costs and gained QALYs
proportionate to the utility weight assigned to that health state.
The cycle length was three months, and the model’s time horizon
was five years. The model considered direct medical costs from the
perspective of a Canadian provincial ministry of health.

Model cohort
The model cohort was comprised of men, 50 years of age, with BE
and newly diagnosed HGD. The cohort was assumed to be asymp-
tomatic, treatment naive (except for chronic acid suppression)
and fit for ESO. Before model entry, the cohort was assumed to

have undergone thorough investigation, including endoscopic
ultrasound, to exclude synchronous adenocarcinoma.

ESO strategy
In this strategy, the cohort underwent immediate and curative
ESO. No further endoscopic SURV was performed.

PDT strategy
In this strategy, patients underwent PDT with porfimer sodium
(Photofrin) as described by Overholt (18). The number of PDT
sessions required to achieve ablation and the rate of esophageal
stricture requiring dilation were estimated from the literature
(15,16,19). Patients in whom eradication of HGD was confirmed
underwent intense SURV strategy until HGD recurred, cancer
developed or the model terminated. Patients who were found to
have persistent or recurrent HGD after PDT and those who subse-
quently progressed to adenocarcinoma underwent ESO as per the
ESO strategy. 

Endoscopic SURV strategy
In this strategy, the cohort underwent SURV endoscopy with
biopsy every three months as per the Seattle protocol (3). Patients
who progressed to adenocarcinoma underwent ESO. All others
continue to undergo endoscopic SURV indefinitely. 

Probability assumptions
For each transition probability, a literature review was conducted
to estimate its base-case value and a plausible range for use in
sensitivity analysis (Table 1). To estimate the efficacy of PDT, a
MEDLINE search was performed in November 2004 using the
terms ‘Barrett esophagus’ and ‘photochemotherapy’, with results
limited to porfimer sodium (Photofrin). Previously published
reviews and proceedings from key conferences were hand-searched
for pertinent abstracts and references. Fixed event rates derived
from the literature at various time points were fitted to an expo-
nential curve to determine three-month cycle probabilities (20).
All costs and outcomes were discounted at an annual rate of 3%
per Canadian guidelines (21).

Mortality
Survival with BE and HGD and early esophageal adenocarcinoma
was estimated from the National Cancer Institute Surveillance
Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) database (22). The sur-
vival of model cohort subjects with BE and HGD was assumed to
equal the SEER program survival for men with histologically con-
firmed, in situ cancer. The survival of model cohort subjects who
developed early adenocarcinoma was assumed to be equal to the
weighted mix of localized and in situ esophageal cancer in the
SEER program. 

Patients in the model who survived ESO for either BE with
HGD or cancer assumed the age-specific mortality of the
Canadian male population (23). All patients who survived to the
model’s five-year time horizon were assigned the predicted life
expectancy of a 55-year-old Canadian man (23.38 years) as
estimated from Canadian life tables (23).

Health utility weights
The model estimated health outcomes using both unadjusted LYs

and QALYs. For the latter, death was assigned a utility weight of

zero and the post-ESO state was assigned a utility weight of 0.80,

as estimated by Provenzale et al (24). All other health states were

assigned a utility value of one (Table 1). The transient disutility of

undergoing endoscopy (including PDT) was not considered. 
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Figure 1) Simplified Markov model for management of Barrett’s esoph-
agus (BE) with high-grade dysplasia (HGD)
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Cost inputs
Direct medical costs were considered from the perspective of a
provincial ministry of health (Table 1). Canadian data sources
were used wherever possible. American costs were converted to
2003 Canadian costs using prevailing Bank of Canada exchange
rates (US$1=CDN$1.34). Standard resource profiles were
developed for each health state cycle using expert opinion and
consensus. Costs for physician services were obtained from the
Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care Schedule of
Benefits (April 2002) (25). Costs for surgical admissions and
hospital-based endoscopic procedures were estimated by adapting
the London Health Sciences Centre Case Cost Program 
(LHSCCP) administrative database, which is part of the Ontario
Case Costing Initiative. The LHSCCP fully allocates hospital
global budget expenditures among standardized functional cost
centres such as nursing, clinical laboratory, diagnostic imaging
and pharmacy in accordance with Guidelines for Management

Information Systems in Canadian Health Care Facilities (26). The
LHSCCP assigns each resource or service a variable cost for
material supplies, plus a workload-indexed proportion of fixed or
overhead costs, such as labour, equipment and capital infrastruc-
ture (including depreciation). Total costs were estimated by
multiplying resource units by the total unit cost (ie, fixed plus
variable).

Resource profiles for performing PDT were adapted from
Overholt et al (15). Costs per session of PDT included the facility
costs for endoscopy; physician reimbursement fee for endoscopy;
and the per patient costs of administering PDT, including 2 mg/kg
doses of the sensitizing drug (Photofrin), disposable light-emitting
fibre and centring balloon, and laser-light generator. Table 1 shows
cost parameters used in the model. Market prices for Photofrin,
disposables and laser-light generator were obtained from the
manufacturer on October 2003. Cost per use of the light source
was amortized assuming a five-year life expectancy with 1000 pro-
cedures. Each patient required an average of 1.32 PDT sessions
based on available trial data (15). To assess treatment response to
PDT, each patient had a follow-up endoscopy at three months,

which incurred the costs of the endoscopy and physician reim-
bursement for the procedure, esophageal biopsy and a subsequent
clinic visit. Although Nd:YAG laser therapy and endoscopic
ultrasound were used by Overholt et al (15), these procedures were
not included in the model, given their limited availability in
Canada at the time of study conception. Rates of complications of
PDT (eg, esophageal stricture requiring dilation) were estimated
from the literature (Table 1). Each event was assigned a standard
resource profile for management. Costs incurred from these com-
plications included both treatment costs and physician reimburse-
ment fees for the treatment and clinic follow-up.

Costs for ESO included both facility costs and physician reim-
bursement for the consultation, surgical procedure and follow-up
visits. A routine post-ESO endoscopy was not included in the
model. Direct costs from postoperative complications would have
been captured by the LHSCCP (see above). Similarly, SURV arm
costs included physician reimbursement for the consultation,
endoscopy procedure and follow-up visits, and the direct cost per
endoscopy. No complication rate was assumed for nontherapeutic
endoscopy.

Base-case and incremental cost-effectiveness analysis
Expected lifetime costs, LYs and QALYs were first calculated for
each strategy using base-case parameter estimates. General princi-
ples of assessing cost-effectiveness among multiple strategies were
then applied (27). First it was determined whether any treatment
dominated, having both higher costs and lower health benefits by
a single strategy (strict dominance) or a linear combination of two
strategies (extended dominance). Any dominated strategies were
eliminated from further analysis. Among nondominated strategies,
incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) were calculated as the
ratio of the difference in cost to the difference in outcome between
two alternatives. Beginning with the least costly treatment,
alternatives were compared with the next most costly strategy
when calculating ICERs. This process produced an ‘efficiency
frontier’ of increasingly more effective but more costly treatment
strategies. 

PDT for Barrett’s with high-grade dysplasia
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TABLE 1
Selected base-case parameter values and ranges for probabilistic analysis

Parameter Base-case value Distribution (parameters) 95% CIs References

Probability of ablating HGD with PDT 77.0% Beta (106, 32) 0.69 to 0.83 15,16,39,40

Rate of progression to cancer after PDT (3 months) 1.7% Log-normal (0.0058, 0.0014) 0.009 to 0.025 15,16,39,40

Rate of esophageal stricture after PDT 31.0% Beta (95, 216) 0.26 to 0.36 15,16,39-42

Rate of progression to cancer from HGD (3 months) 5.2% Log-normal (0.0177, 0.04) 0.029 to 0.073 5,7,39,43

Mortality from esophagectomy for HGD 0.93% Beta (4, 426) 0.003 to 0.02 6,9,12,44,45

Mortality from esophagectomy for cancer 2.8% Beta (29, 1026) 0.018 to 0.039 10,46-48

Health state utility after esophagectomy 0.80 Beta (80, 20) 0.71 to 0.87 24,49

Average number of PDT sessions per patient 1.32 None – 15

Cost of endoscopy with biopsy (includes $244 Distributions assigned to – 25,50

physician fees and hospital costs) individual cost components

Cost of esophagectomy (includes $24,963 Distributions assigned to – LHSCCP, 25

physician fees and hospital costs) individual cost components

Variable cost of PDT per session $6,614 Distributions assigned to – Direct communication

(includes Photofrin*, centring balloon and optical fibre) individual cost components from manufacturer*

Amortized fixed cost of PDT light source per session $101 Normal (101, 20.2) – See text

Cost of dilation of PDT-related stricture $418 Distributions assigned to – 25,50

(includes physician fees and hospital costs) individual cost components

*Axcan Pharma Inc, Canada. HGD High-grade dysplasia; LHSCCP London Health Sciences Case Cost Program; PDT Photodynamic therapy
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Probabilistic sensitivity analysis
To assess the impact of the joint uncertainty of model variables on
cost-effectiveness, a probabilistic sensitivity analysis was
conducted (28). Here, transition probabilities and cost estimates
used in the model were assigned unique distributions (Table 1).
Cost parameters were assumed to be normally distributed and
transition probabilities were assigned either beta or log-normal
distributions. Distribution parameters and 95% CIs for each vari-
able are shown in Table 1. With each model simulation, a value
for each parameter was chosen by random selection with a result-
ant estimate of expected costs and outcomes. Results from 10,000
Monte Carlo simulations were aggregated to define distributions
of the expected costs and health outcomes of each strategy (29).

Acceptability curves
The results of the probabilistic sensitivity analysis were also
depicted using cost-effectiveness acceptability curves (30). 
This format is particularly informative when a payer’s willingness-
to-pay (WTP) threshold is uncertain. WTP thresholds are the
maximum ceiling costs per unit of benefit, below which a payer
deems an intervention to be cost-effective (31). Specifically,
acceptability curves use Monte Carlo simulation results to esti-
mate the proportion of times that each strategy is the most cost-
effective alternative at each WTP threshold. 

RESULTS
Base-case analysis
The base-case model results are presented in Table 2.
Endoscopic SURV incurred the lowest costs but also yielded

the shortest survival, both in unadjusted LYs and QALYs. ESO
incurred the highest costs and provided the longest unadjusted
LYs but intermediate QALYs. PDT incurred intermediate costs
but provided the most QALYs.

Incremental cost-effectiveness analysis
ICERs and cost-effectiveness efficiency frontiers for unadjusted
LY and QALY are shown in Table 2 and Figure 2. For the unad-
justed LY, all three strategies formed the frontier. The ICER of
PDT relative to SURV was $814/LY and that of ESO relative
to PDT was $3,397/LY. For QALYs, the efficiency frontier
comprised only the SURV and PDT strategies, because ESO
was dominated by PDT (Figure 3). The ICER of PDT relative
to SURV was $879/QALY. 

Probabilistic sensitivity analysis 
A scatterplot of the incremental cost and QALY pairs for 
PDT and ESO relative to SURV (reference), generated from 
the 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations, is shown in Figure 4. The
cost-effectiveness acceptability curve for an unadjusted LY
(cost per LY) is shown in Figure 5. ESO had the highest prob-
ability of being the most cost-effective strategy for WTP
thresholds above $3,500/LY. This probability reached 0.99 at a
ceiling ratio of $25,000/LY. The cost-effectiveness acceptability
curve for a QALY (cost per QALY) is presented in Figure 6.
Here, PDT had the highest probability of being the most cost-
effective strategy for WTP thresholds above $1,000/QALY.
The probability that PDT is the most cost-effective strategy
reached 0.99 at a ceiling ratio of $25,000/QALY. 

DISCUSSION
This cost-effectiveness analysis uses state-of-the-art modelling
techniques, including probabilistic sensitivity analysis, to
demonstrate that PDT is a cost-effective alternative to endo-
scopic SURV and immediate ESO in male patients with BE
and HGD. In particular, PDT is favoured when survival is
adjusted to reflect reduced quality of life after ESO.

Several assumptions made in the design of this model
should be acknowledged explicitly and may influence the
interpretation of results. First, the model did not allow sponta-
neous regression of HGD in the setting of BE because there
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TABLE 2
Results of base-case analysis

Surveillance Photodynamic
Outcome (SURV) therapy (PDT) Esophagectomy

Expected costs $17,817 $22,381 $24,963

Expected LYs 12.53 18.14 18.90

Expected QALYs 11.85 17.04 15.85

ICER ($/LY) – $814 versus SURV $3,379 versus PDT

ICER ($/QALY) – $879 versus SURV Dominated by PDT

ICER Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LYs Life years; QALYs Quality-
adjusted life-years 

Figure 2) Efficiency frontier with base-case results for unadjusted life-
years (LY) relative to surveillance (origin). ESO Esophagectomy; ICER
Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; PDT Photodynamic therapy; QALY
Quality-adjusted life-years

Figure 3) Efficiency frontier with base-case results for quality-adjusted
life-years (QALY) relative to surveillance (origin). ESO
Esophagectomy; ICER Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; PDT
Photodynamic therapy
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remain few published data on the rate and significance of this
phenomenon. Second, rates of progression from HGD to
cancer were estimated from observational studies. While diag-
nostic error is captured implicitly in these data, false-positive
error was not modelled explicitly, and we assumed diagnoses of
HGD and adenocarcinoma to be accurate. Third, we assumed
that all members of the cohort were free of cancer at baseline
and remained eligible for surgery throughout the model,
neither of which may be clinically realistic. Fourth, patients
who underwent ESO for HGD or cancer were deemed cured
with no need for further endoscopic SURV, which may not be
standard practice at some centres. 

ICERs offer meaningful comparisons of costs incurred to
achieve additional units of effectiveness among competing
strategies, and are informative for decision-makers who must
allocate constrained resources (32). In such cases, a manage-
ment strategy may be adopted if its ICER falls below a
predefined WTP threshold. No such threshold is accepted
universally, but values between $50,000/LY and $100,000/LY
have been proposed and are broadly applied (33). Because all
ICERs in our base-case analyses are well below these thresh-
olds, our model suggests that ESO is the most cost-effective
strategy for unadjusted LYs and PDT is the most cost-effective
strategy for QALYs in patients with BE and HGD. 

Fixed estimates of ICER may be misleading, because they
do not communicate the inherent uncertainty with which

input parameters are estimated. Monte Carlo techniques
capture and measure overall uncertainty, which is presented
graphically as cost-effectiveness acceptability curves (30). If
the exact acceptable WTP threshold is not known, decision-
makers may refer to the acceptability curve to identify WTP
ranges for which a strategy is most likely to be cost-effective.
For the unadjusted LY, our results suggest that PDT is the strat-
egy most likely to be cost-effective for WTP thresholds
between $100/LY and $3500/LY, whereas ESO is the most cost-
effective at higher WTP thresholds. For QALYs, PDT is the
strategy most likely to be cost-effective for all WTP thresholds
above $1000/QALY. 

Other models have been used to assess the cost-effectiveness
of PDT for BE with HGD (34-36). Although our results confirm
the conclusions of those analyses in many respects, two impor-
tant differences warrant mention. First, our study is the only
study to assume a non-American perspective. Although Canada
and the United States share similar health care standards
(37,38), unit costs and practice patterns often vary, and cost-
effectiveness cannot be assumed to be transferable. Second, our
study is the only analysis of PDT that uses state-of-the-art prob-
abilistic sensitivity analysis to assess simultaneously the joint
uncertainty of all model parameters, providing more compre-
hensive information to decision-makers.

SUMMARY
PDT is a cost-effective alternative to ESO and continued
endoscopic SURV for the management of patients with BE
and HGD. Assuming reasonable WTP, PDT is the strategy
most likely to be cost-effective for gains in QALYs. However,
ultimately, management must still be individualized to the
patient, considering his or her preferences and comorbidities,
as well as local expertise.
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Figure 4) Scatterplot of incremental costs and effectiveness (quality-
adjusted life-years [QALYs]) from 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations.
PDT Photodynamic therapy

Figure 5) Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve for unadjusted life-
years (CEAC-LY). PDT Photodynamic therapy

Figure 6) Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve for quality-adjusted
life-years (CEAC-QALY). PDT Photodynamic therapy
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